AFTER   EVEREST
went to a service at the monastery—a dark, dingy little
chapel 10 feet high with three enormous effigies of lamas
at one end, and the monks on benches each with either a
drum or a clarinet or big trumpet, or else a prayer-book
of wood.
Chanting of prayers alternated with musical interludes,
and the whole gave one exactly the impression of a Roman
Catholic service, with almost every essential precisely the
same : chanting in a tongue not understood by the people
(Sanskrit), rosaries, bells ringing at special moments, images
of beautiful workmanship covered with tawdry robes, in-
cense, lamps in the chancel—in fact, everything except an
altar. It is curious that when man makes a religion for
himself, in whatever part of the world, he always tends to
move in the same direction. The above description of a
service, with little alterations, would fit not only a R.C.
service and a Lama-ist worship, but many Hindu services,
some in the " higher " end of the Church of England ; in
short, East and West are not so far apart as some people
think, and human nature, with its craving for magic and
ritual, its acceptance of priestcraft and the appurtenances
thereof, is the same the whole world over.
April zgth.—A miserable, cloudy, windy day of blizzards.
We trekked up to the old Base Camp site, and spent the
afternoon sorting out loads of food, etc., for porters and
Tibetan coolies to take up to-morrow, for we are wasting
no time, and as we know where the upper camps are to be
we can get them going at once. Tiring day. Thankful to
get into bed at night. Temp. 10° F.
April soth.—Another fine day, spent in sorting boxes
again. Hardly a breeze on Everest—why are we not up
there to-day ? I do hope this sort of weather will last.
We have 160 Tibetan coolies for two days, and hope to get
Nos. i and 2 camps stocked fully with all necessaries by
May 2nd. After that, our Sherpa and Bhotia porters will
have to do all further transport, and we have planned to
be ready to climb the mountain on May I7th.
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